TF80-WF80

HOPPER

Up To 23.0 Cubic Yard (17.0m3) Hopper.
Includes a 48” Chevron feed belt to
evenly convey material such as wood
chips and logs without bridging.

48” CHEVRON MAIN CONVEYOR

Allows stockpiling of high volume
materials without spillage or
bottlenecks.

HIGH EFFICIENCY FEEDER STACKER
The TF80 - WF80 Mobile Feeder Stacker is enhancing
the process of stockpiling materials that traditionally
can cause blockages in conventional stackers. The
TF80 - WF80 facilitates the handling and stockpiling
of large wood waste, bark, compost and topsoil, all
of which can be fed into the hopper with large loaders
and excavators.

OPEN ACCESS ENGINE BAY
Provides class leading access to
hydraulic valves and the transverse
mounted Diesel engine.

In addition to the enhanced mobility, a large feeder
hopper, wide heavy duty 80’ long conveyor, and a
heavy duty feeder make the TF80 - WF80 a robust,
mobile stockpiling conveyor for use across a number
of industries.
Available with numerous custom options to meet each
customer’s unique material requirements.

TRACK OR WHEEL MOBILITY
Fully portable stockpiling solutions
available as wheel mounted trailer unit or
a track unit for maximum onsite mobility.

HYDRAULIC TOP FOLD
Straightforward hydraulic
controls to fold and unfold,
raise and lower conveyor.

Engine - Power Unit

Diesel (Dual Power option)

Transport Height

11’ 7” (3.54m)

Transport Length

63’ 10” (19.46m)

Transport Width

9’ 7” (2.92m)

Weight

62,850 lb (28,500kg)

Stockpile Height

42’ 6” (12.94m)

Stockpile Capacity

5,280 cu. yds. (4,037 cu. m)

Production

750 US TPH (680 metric TPH)

Belt

48” x 80’ (1220mm x 19.35m)

Stockpiling Angles

0° - 29°
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